Circular Regarding-Plan Fund 19-20-WAMS Queue Bill Details- Dated 24-04-2020

Circular Regarding-UGC Regulation -Principal Selection - Dated 21-04-2020

Circular Regarding-Plan Fund 19-20- Treasury Queue Bill Details- Dated 16-04-2020

Circular Regarding -Full Additional Charge of Deputy Directors and Principal’s -Dated -31/03/2020

Circular Regarding - The Payment of Wages o f Contractual/Casual/Daily wages/Outsourced Staff During Lock Down Period due to COVID-19 - Dated-27-03-2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19 - Examination and Valuation Postponed - Dated-27-03-2020

Circular Regarding-Plan Fund 19-20 -e-LAMS- Dated 27-03-2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19 - Arrangements for the Functioning of Office - Dated 25-03-2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS) - College Cell - Dated 24-03-2020


Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS) - Examination Postponed - Dated 20-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Govt Arts and Science College - Creating the required teacher post - Dated 20/03/2020
Circular Regarding-Vigilance Cell - Dated 10/03/2020

Circular Regarding-Jeevani Yearly Report- Dated 18/03/2020

Circular Regarding-Salary Details for Teachers - Dated 13/03/2020

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors in Physics - Dated 15/03/2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS) - Dated 16-03-2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS) - Dated 16-03-2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS)-Further Instructions for Teaching Staff-Dated 12-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Re gularization of Lecturer in Drawing and Painting - Date d 10/03/2020

Circular Regarding -Full Additional Charge of Principals -DATED -11/03/2020

Circular Regarding -General Transfer - Non teaching Staff - Inviting Application Date Extended-Dated -10/03/2020

Circular Regarding-COVID-19(CORONAVIRUS)-Dated 10-03-2020

Circular Regarding-Appointment of Principal-Dated 10-03-2020

Circular Regarding- Senior Clerk - Seniority Reinstate-Dated 06-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Plan fund 2019-20- Developing Infrastructure of Newly Started Govt Colleges - Meeting-Dated 07-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Music Colleges - Providing Confidential Report-Dated 06-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Jeevani Mental Awareness Program - Meeting for Annual activities Evaluation of Apprentice - Dated 06-03-2020

Circular Regarding - Re gularization of Lecturer in Music - Violin - Date d 25/02/2020

Circular Regarding-PWD works - D ated-29/02/2020
Circular Regarding-Social Volunteer - Dated 28/02/2020
Circular Regarding- Official Language - Dated 26/02/2020
Circular Regarding - General Transfer - Non teaching Staff - Dated 26/02/2020
Circular Regarding-Jeevani Camp Allowance - Dated 14/02/2020
Circular regarding-NOC for Applying various posts - Govt College Teachers - Dated 20-02-2020
Circular regarding - Plan Fund Review Meeting - Dated 18/02/2020

Annexure 1 and 2

Circular Regarding - Central Sector Scholarship renewal- 2008 to 2014 - Dated-14/02/2020
Circular Regarding - LEAD Induction Training Programme - Date 14/02/2020
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Lecturer in Vocal - Date d 30/12/2019
Circular Regarding - Study Tour - Date 11/02/2020
Circular regarding - Commonpool library service - Online general transfer - Spark data lock - dated 10-02-2020
Circular regarding - KAS Exam - Dated 05-02-2020
Circular regarding - Govt College - Chittoor - Salary arrear
Circular regarding - Govt College - Accounts - UGC pay revision arrear non spark bill -dated 04-02-2020
Circular regarding - Corona virus - Prevention program - Dated 04-02-2020
Circular Regarding - Confidential Report- Associate Professors - Dated 03-02-2020
**DCE's Circular**

**Circular Regarding - Govt Sanskrit Colleges - Promotion and posting to the cadre of Principal**

**Circular Regarding - Tiruvallam Christ Nagar College of Education - 2 days National Seminar - Duty leave - Dated 29/01/2020**

**Circular Regarding - CDS - Teaching innovations program-Economics - Duty leave - Dated 28/01/2020**

**Circular Regarding - PWD Working Report - Dated-20/01/2020**

**Circular regarding - Pension Application through Prism Online Software - Dated 13/01/2020**

**Circular regarding - Placement/Promotion Proposals - 6th UGC Scheme - Dated 14/01/2020**

**Circular regarding - DPC Higher Confidential Report-2020 - Dated 17/01/2020**

**Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in Urdu - Dated 03/01/2020**

**Circular Regarding - IISER TVM-Frontier Symposium in Chemistry - At the School of Chemical Sciences at IISER Thiruvananthapuram on 17 and 18 of January 2020 - Directions issued-Dated 16/01/2020**

**Circular Regarding - Confidential Report - Associate Professors - Dated 16-01-2020**

**Circular Regarding - Revenue Collection - Dated 10/01/2020**

**LIST-1**
DCE’s Circular

LIST-2

LIST-3

LIST-4

LIST-5

Provisional Seniority List of Principal as on 01/01/2019 - Dated 08/01/2020

Provisional Seniority List of Deputy Director as on 01/01/2019 - Dated 08/01/2020

Quotation Notice - ID Card printer Ribbon, Card holder, RF ID PVC Card, Lanyard - Dated 07/01/2020

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme - Assistant Professor Stage 3 in Respect of Government College Teachers - Dated 09/01/2020

LIST-1

LIST-2

LIST-3
DCE’s Circular

LIST-4

LIST-5

LIST-6

LIST- 7

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme- Career Advancement Scheme- Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 in Respect of Government College Teachers - Dated 09/01/2020

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme- Career Advancement Scheme- Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 3 in Respect of Government College Teachers - Dated 10/12/2019

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme- Career Advancement Scheme- Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 in Respect of Government College Teachers - Dated 10/12/2019

Circular regarding - Plan Fund Review Meeting - Date 07/01/2019

Circular Regarding - 2020-21 Academic Year- General Transfer Application- Invited for Teachers - Dated -08/01/2020
Circular Regarding Regularization of Assistant Professor in Mathematics - Dated 21/10/2019

Circular regarding Kerala History Congress - Duty leave - Dated 10/10/2019

Circular Regarding Regularization of Assistant Professor in Arabic - Dated 18/12/2019

Circular Regarding Regularization of Assistant Professors in Tamil - Dated 23/12/2019

Circular Regarding Probation Declaration of Principals - Dated 31/12/2019

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme - Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 in Respect of Government College Teacher - Dated 09/12/2019

Annexure I

Annexure II

Annexure III

Circular Regarding - UGC 6th Scheme - Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 3 in Respect of Government College Teacher
1. LIST

Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in Hindi- Dated 05/12/2019

Circular Regarding - Chief Ministers Student Leaders Conclave - Dated 20/12/2019

Quotation Notice - ID Card printer Ribbon, Card holder, RF ID PVC Card, Lanyard - Dated 13/12/2019

Circular Regarding - Jeevani - Apprentice Service wages - Dated 20/12/2019

Circular Regarding - Chief Ministers Student Leaders Conclave - Dated 16/12/2019

Circular Regarding - Interchange of Grade 3 Librarian posts and Secretariat Central Library grade 2 posts - Dated 07/12/2019

Circular Regarding - 5% increase in fees Clarification - Dated 09/12/2019

FLAIR Programme 2018-19- LEAD Induction Training for Elected Students Representatives - 05/12/2019

Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in Mathematics - Dated 21/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in Malayalam -
28/11/201

Circular Regarding - Jeevani Remuneration - Dated 17/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Revenue Collection - Dated 17/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in English - Dated 26/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors in Geography - Dated 01/11/2019

Quotation notice - Refill Toner Cartridge - Dated 14/11/2019


Circular Regarding - Inauguration Jeevani - College Mental Health Awareness Services Programme - Dated 14/11/2019

Circular Regarding - UGC 5th Scheme - Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Senior Scale/Selection Grade Lecturers - Government College Teachers - Dated 04/11/2019

Circular Regarding - UGC Pay Revision arrears of non-spark bill - Dated 14/11/2019

Circular Regarding - Cleaning workers service Wage contract - Dated 13/11/2019

Circular Regarding - Harithakeralam Mission - Dated 13/11/2019

Circular Regarding - TA Advance from GPF Account Upper monetary limits for sanctioning advance of Officers at various level - Dated 07/11/2019

Collection of General Details of colleges (All Principals should fill and submit by mail in enclosed Excel format (4 Sheets) on or before 12/11/2019) Please check your official mail id - Dated 07/11/2019
Circular Regarding-District Level Coordinators- Walk With a Scholar Programme 2019-20 (WWS) Dated 22-10-2019


Circular Regarding- 2019-20 Reconciliation Statements BIMS Dated 02-11-2019

Circular Regarding - Training on Store Purchase, Audit, PD Rules & DCB for Head Accountant/ Clerks- Postponed- Dated- 05/11/2019

Circular Regarding - Govt Arts and Science College, Training College, Music College, Physical Education College, HOSTELS- 5% increase in fees - Dated- 01/11/2019

Quotation notice - Refill Toner Cartridge Dated -02/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Allowance to attend seminar- Flight Charges- Dated -31/10/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors in Botany- Dated 21/10/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors in Psychology - Dated 18/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Confidential Report for 2020 D P C (Lower) Meeting- Dated-25/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Govt Arts and Science College, Training College, Music College, Physical Education College, HOSTELS-5% increase in fees - Dated- 22/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Confidential Report for 2020 D P C (Higher) Meeting- Dated- 19/10/2019

Final Seniority List of Senior Superintendents as on 01/01/2019 Dated 15/02/2019
Circular Regarding Revision of scale of Pay of Teachers in Universities Under Higher Education-Universities, Affiliated Colleges Teachers in Law colleges and Engineering colleges and Kerala Agricultural University, Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Kerala University of Fisheries and Ocean studies and Teachers in Physical Education and qualified Librarians etc. UGC Regulations oh Minimum Qualifications for Appointment of Teachers and other Academic staff in Universities and Colleges and Measures for the Maintenance of Standards in Higher Education 2018

1. Order

2. Order

3. Order

Circular Regarding -Office Assistant Post to Kerala Rajbhavan - Dated- 16/10/2019

Circular Regarding -FILE ADALATH - Dated- 17/10/2019

Circular Regarding - Appointment of Matron on temporary basis- Dated-14/06/2019

Circular Regarding - Central Sector Scholarship Dated-26/07/2019

Circular Regarding - IMG Training- Departmental test for hearing impaired employees Dated-27/09/2019

Circular Regarding -Pension Application Through Prism Software-Instruction- Dated-25/09/2019

Quotation notice - Xerox work Center 3225 Drum Cartridge Dated -18/09/2019
Circular Regarding - Transfer Of ANOs Request For Ten Years Protection  
Dated-22-09-2019

Circular Regarding- Vacancy for Herbarium Keeper  
Dated 17/09/2019

Circular Regarding - Capacity Building of teaching and non teaching staff -Training Programme  
Dated- 19/09/2019

Circular Regarding -KSCBC Details  
Dated- 19/09/2019

Circular Regarding - Official Language Awards 2019  
Dated-18/09/2019

Circular Regarding-Jeevani Mental Health Awareness Services -Training Programme  
Dated 18/09/2019

Quotation notice - Diesel Taxi CAR (A/C)- Dated -16/09/2019

Circular Regarding-FILE ADALATH 2019  
Dated 03/09/2019

Circular Regarding-Scholarship Verification and Approval  
Dated 29/08/2019

Circular Regarding -B3/27524/17/C.Edn - Final Seniority List  
Dated 27/08/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization  
of Assistant Professors in Geology  
Dated 13/08/2019

Circular Regarding - Official Language Awards 2019  
Dated-01/08/2019

Circular Regarding- Stored in non negotiable cash chest DD/Term Deposit- Dated  
14/08/2019

Circular Regarding - List of Teachers Interested in Participating in the FLAIR Training Programme  
Dated 21/08/2019

Circular Regarding - Minority colleges-Appointments and Students Admission  
Details  
Dated-26/08/2019

Circular Regarding - File Adalath  
Dated-24/08/2019
Circular Regarding - Extra Class  - Dated-22 /08/2019

UGC 6th Scheme Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 In R

part-1 , part-2 , part-3 ,

UGC 6th Scheme Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 In R

part-1 , part-2 ,

UGC 6th Scheme Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 In R

part-1 , part-2 , part-3 ,

UGC 6th Scheme Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 In R

part-1 , part-2 , part-4 ,

UGC 6th Scheme Career Advancement Scheme - Placement as Assistant Professor Stage 2 In R

part-1 , part-2 , part-3 ,

part-4
Circular Regarding - Head of Behavioral Science - Thrissur Kerala Police Academy - Dated-19/08/2019
Circular Regarding - Online Application For Foreign Travel (SOAFT) - Dated-19/08/2019

Circular Regarding - CCTV Camera - All Colleges- Dated-14/08/2019

Circular Regarding - KSCBC - Dated-13/08/2019

Circular Regarding - Common pool Library Services - Service Details- Dated-16/08/2019

Circular Regarding - Daily Wages Salary - Dated-16/08/2019

Circular Regarding - FILE ADALATH 2019 - AUDIT SECTION - Dated-09/08/2019

List of Files Attached

1 Audit U1 and V2 Sections

2 Audit V1 Section

3 Audit U2 Section

4 Audit W1 and W2 Section

5 Audit W3 Section
Circular Regarding - FILE ADALATH - Dated-08/08/2019

Circular Regarding- Revised Regularization of Assistant Professors in Mathematics Dated 08/07/2019 - Dated-02/06/2019

Circular Regarding - Sadbhavana Diwas - Dated-02/08/2019

Certificate Verification - By transfer/Promotion Typist to Confidential Assistant s Gr II - Dated-03/08/2019

Circular Regarding - FILE ADALATH - Dated-02/08/2019

Circular Regarding - Guest House Online Booking-Instructions- Dated 27/07/2019

Circular Regarding - Guest Lectures Salary - Dated 24/04/2019

Circular Regarding - Valuation Camp - Dated 26/07/2019

Circular Regarding - FLAIR Programme 2019-20 - Participation Details - Dated 30/07/2019

Circular Regarding - K DISC - Young Innovators Programme -Website Institution Registration- Dated-29/07/19

Circular Regarding- Eligibility Criteria for Granting Educational Benefits to Qualified SC/ST and other Community Students - Dated -19/07/2019

Circular Regarding- Salary Sanction for Teachers Participating in Centralized Assessment Camps- Dated -22/07/2019

Circular Regarding- Music Colleges-Confidential Report - Dated 20/07/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors in Chemistry - Dated 08/07/2019
Quotation Notice  -ID Card printer Ribbon, Card holder, RFIDPVC Card, Lanyard -Dated 16/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  Regularization of Assistant Professors in Electronics- Dated 08/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  Regularization of Assistant Professors in Geology - Dated 08/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  Regularization of Assistant Professors in Mathematics - Dated 08/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  PWD Pending Works Meeting - Dated 15/07/2019

Circular Regarding- Promotion of Assistant Librarians (UGC) under Career Advancement Scheme - Dated 11/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  Regularization of Assistant Professors in Sociology - Dated 03/07/2019

Circular Regarding-  In connection with providing educational benefits to the children of fishermen-Instruction - Dated 03/07/2019

Circular Regarding- Salary Guest lecturer - Dated 15/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Proposal for the Creation of New Teaching Staff for the 2019-20 Academic Year- Dated 29/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Scholarship Verification- Dated 26/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Statistics- Dated 17/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in Economics - Dated 19/06/2019
Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in Commerce  Dated 19/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in English  Dated 18/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in Mathematics Dated 14/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in Malayalam  Dated 19/06/2019

Circular Regarding - Application Inviting- By-Transfer promotion in the Post of Confidential Assistant-  Dated -20/06/2019

Quotation notice - Diesel Taxi CAR (A/C)- Dated -18/06/2019

Circular Regarding-  W.P(C) Nos. 4157, 19009, 20001, 20744,20833, 21000, 21027, 211 8 6, 21209, 21224, 21243, 21244, 21516, 21677, 21527, 21949, 22151, 22275 & 22992 of 2017 filed before the Hon'ble High Court of Kerala- Judgment- Complied-Orders Issued
- Dated - 03/06/2019

Circular Regarding-Implemation of IFMS-DSC and dead Line for Manual Submission for GPF Related online modules-Instructions Dated - 10/06/2019

Circular Regarding-SSP/WWS -Details of Amount Utilization  - Dated - 04/06/2019

Circular Regarding-Gain PF Credit Card Distribution  - Dated -01/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors- Economics Dated - 13/05/2019

Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors-Sanskrit (Vedhandham)Dated - 27/04/2019

Circular Regarding- YIP Registration  - Dated 06/06/2019

Circular Regarding-Science Lab Safety Measures Instruction Issued - Dated 31/05/2019
Circular Regarding-General Transfer -Common Pool Library Service - Dated 03/06/2019

Circular Regarding- 2019-20 Academic Year College Opening Date- Dated 03/06/2019

Circular Regarding- FINAL INTEGRATED SENIORITY LIST OF LECTURES IN GOVT MUSIC COLLEGES - Dated 30/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Attendance Certificate of DCB Preparation Class held on 28/05/2019 at Govt.Women's College TVPM - Dated 30/05/2019

Circular Regarding- MEDISEP - Dated 01/06/2019

Circular Regarding- Autonomy Fund Transfer (Maharajas College) - Dated 01/06/2019

Circular Regarding - Linguistic Minority Sector- Start New Courses - Dated 01/06/2019

Circular Regarding - Minit UGC 2010 Placement Proposal -Video Conference- Dated 30/05/2019

Circular Regarding - BIMS Dated 30/05/2019

Order Regarding - Additional Director in Charge & Principal in Charge - 30/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Academic Class 2019-20- Reopening of College 30/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Quiz Competition - Dated-28/05/2019

Circular Regarding - MEDISEP Instructions - Dated-27/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Sexual Harassment of Women at Work Place - Dated-13/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Training to Prepare a Monthly DCB Statement - Dated-17/05/2019

Circular Regarding - PWD Review Meeting - Dated-10/05/2019

Circular Regarding - Temporary appointments through Kudurnbasree Unit in the Hostels and Colleges Under the Administrative Control of Collegiate Education
Circular Regarding -MEDISEP  - Dated-08/05/2019

Circular Regarding -All India Survey on Higher Education- Kerala State Higher Education - Dated-06/05/2019

Circular Regarding -Special Rules G.O.(P) NO.41/94/H.Edn- Dated-06/04/2019

Special Rules  Pages 1-17

Special Rules  Pages 18-33

Circular Regarding -Pension Application Through Prism Software-Instruction- Dated-12/04/2019

Circular Regarding -Placement Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation - Video Conference- Dated-30/04/2019

Circular Regarding -Finance Department-Individual Login to all Employees in SPARK - Instructions- Issued - Dated-02/04/2019

Circular Regarding -PBAS Guidelines Under Career Advancement Scheme - Dated-25/04/2019

Circular Regarding -Details of Accumulation C.D.C Fund in CDC Accounts of Govt Colleges- Dated-11/04/2019

Circular Regarding -Placement Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation Times (The date has been extended )- Dated-25/04/2019

Circular Regarding -Placement Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation Times (The date has been extended )- Dated-25/04/2019
Circular Regarding -PWD Working Report- Dated-10/04/2019
Circular Regarding - 2018-19 Plan Fund Treasury queue bill Clarence
Circular Regarding- Lok Sabha Election 2019- Dated - 09/04/2019
Circular Regarding-Hostel Timing - Dated - 27/03/2019
Circular Regarding- Rest of Punishing to Teaching and staff by Staff Stenographer
Circular Regarding-ePOS Machine Dated - 09/04/2019
Circular Regarding-Implementation Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation
Circular Regarding- Recognition of College Date-10/03/2019
Circular Regarding- Lok Sabha Election 2019- Dated - 09/04/2019
Circular Regarding-Placement Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation Times Dated - 08/04/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professor (Attapadi RGM Govt Arts Science College) Dated - 29/03/2019
Circular Regarding -PBAS Guidelines 2019 Dated-08/04/2019
Circular Regarding- Sanskrit (Special) Lectures Provisional Seniority List -Dated-24/03/2019
Circular Regarding-KEAM 2019 -Dated-26/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Medisep -Dated-27/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Common Pool Library Service -Dated-25/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Modernisation Edusat Class Room- Dated-21/03/2019
Circular Regarding-UGC 7th Scheme teaching Staff -M.Phil, PHD etc -Advance
Circular Regarding-PSC-Service Verification Dated-20/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Proposal for New Courses in Govt Colleges Dated-18/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Disbursement of Salary and Allowances of Employees Dated -15/11/2018
Circular Regarding-Prism Software-Online Application -Dated - 11/03/2019
Circular Regarding-Lab Equipment Purchase Dated - 07/03/2019
Circular Regarding- NABARD RIDF Fund Dated - 12/03/2019
Circular Regarding- Attender junior/Senior Anomaly Dated - 06/03/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Physics Dated - 16/02/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Geography Dated - 14/02/2019
Circular Regarding - Placement Proposal by Teachers During UGC 2010 Regulation
Circular Regarding - General Transfer (Non Teaching)-2019 Dated - 26/02/2019
Circular Regarding - File Adhalath Dated - 05/03/2019
Circular Regarding - MEDISEP - Dated 22/02/2019
Circular Regarding-Prism Software-Online Application Dated - 15/02/2019
Circular Regarding-WWS/SSP Programme Outcome Measurement Dated - 22/02/2019
Circular Regarding- AG Audit Dated - 16/02/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Zoology Dated - 16/02/2019
Circular Regarding- IQAC Training Programme Dated - 14/02/2019
Circular Regarding- WWS/SSP programme 2018-19 Fund Settlement Dated - 14/02/2019
Circular Regarding- DCB Statement Dated - 13/02/2019
Circular Regarding-Accumulated PD Fund Up to 31/05/2018 Dated - 15/02/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Mathematics Dated - 23/01/2019
Circular Regarding- MLA Fund Dated - 13/02/2019
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors Chemistry Dated - 24/01/2019
Circular Regarding-2019-20 Academic Year- General Transfer Application- Invited for Teachers Dated - 08/02/2019
Quotation Notice - Water Purifier (UV+RO Filtration) Dated 04/02/2019
Final Seniority List Deputy Director as on 01/01/2019 Dtd 30/01/2019
FLAIR Programme 2018-19- Induction Training for Teachers Dated - 01/02/2019
Circular Regarding- e-LAMS Dated - 01/02/2019
Circular Regarding- Pension Application through Prism Software Dated - 29/01/2019
Circular Regarding-Plan Fund -Store Purchase Manual Dated-24/01/2019
Circular Regarding-LA Question Dated-28/01/2019
Circular Regarding- Purchase - GEM Portal Dated-18/01/2019
Circular Regarding- Pariksha Pe Charcha 2.0 contest- MHRD Dated 05/01/2019
Circular Regarding-Deputy Director -Temporary Seniority List Dated-18/01/2019
Circular Regarding-SC/ST- E Grants- Students Application Dated-18/01/2019
Circular Regarding-Proforma for SC/ST Employees Details Dated-18/01/2019
Re-Quotation notice - EPABX SYSTEM -Wiring Dated -18/01/2019
Circular Regarding-FLAIR Programme 2018-19 English and Foreign Languages-Induction training - Dated -19/01/2019
Circular Regarding-WWS/SSP Fund 2018-19 Utilization Dated-13/12/2018
Circular Regarding- Nodal Officer/ Asst Nodal Officer - Prism Software Dated - 27/12/2018
Quotation notice - EPABX SYSTEM -Wiring Dated -07/01/2019
Summer School for Women in Mathematics and Statistics in ICTS-TIFR Campus, in Bangalore from 13th May to 24th May, 2019 --Dated 07/01/2019
Circular regarding - Library Interns Dated 05/01/2019
Circular regarding - DPC Higher Confidential Report-2019 Dated 28/12/2019
DPC Report Regarding- Part time Employees (before 01/04/2013)- Statutory Pension Dated - 27/12/2018
Quotation Notice - Dated 20/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Vanitha Mathil - Dated - 22/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professor Zoology - Dated - 19/12/2018
Circular Regarding - GST LAW - TDS Charging - Dated - 14/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Asset Maintenance Fund - Next Year - Rough Estimate - Dated - 01/12/2018
Re-Quotation Notice - ID Card Printer, Card Holder, Lanyards - Dated 21/12/2018
Circular Regarding - 5th UGC Scheme CAS Placement as Senior Lectures - Date
Circular Regarding - Financial Liability for The Post of Professor - Date 11/12/2018
Newsletter - File Adalath 2019 - Date 05/12/2018
Circular Regarding - UGC / AITCE Salary Arrear Bill - Non Spark Bill - Date 12/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Retired Employees Details in Pension Application - Date 07/12/2018
Circular Regarding - WWS/SSP - Fund Utilization - Date 13/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Nomination - IMG Training For Clerk - Date 10/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Part time Employees (before 01/04/2013) - Statutory Pension -
Circular Regarding - Study Tour - Date 10/12/2018
Circular Regarding - WWS Program Two Day College Level Motivation Camp Date
Circular Regarding - IMG Training Coordinator - Date 03/12/2018
Circular Regarding - IMG Training Postponed - Date 01/12/2018
Circular Regarding - DPC 2019 Date 01/12/2018
Circular Regarding - Teaching/ Non Teaching - Transfer - Spark Date 28/11/2018
Circular Regarding - Asset Maintenance Fund 2018-19 - Dated - 30/11/2018
Circular Regarding - Sweeper, Sanitation Worker, Cook Posting via Kudumbasree Reg.
Circular Regarding - Part Time Employees - Statutory Pension Dated - 24/11/2018
Circular Regarding - LA Question 1901 Dated - 24/11/2018
Circular Regarding - 14th Kerala Legislative Assembly 13th Session - Questions Dated -
Quotation Notice - ID Card Printer, Card Holder, Lanyards - Dated 22/11/2018
Circular Regarding - New Initiatives in Higher Education - WWS/SSP Programme - Fund
Circular Regarding - File Adalath Meeting (Urgent) - Dated - 21/11/2018
Circular Regarding - File Adalath Meeting (Urgent) - Dated - 19/11/2018
Circular Regarding - File Adalath (Urgent) - Dated - 17/11/2018
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professor Sanskrit (Sahithyam) - Dated -
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professor Sanskrit (General) - Dated -
Circular Regarding - Non Spark Bill UGC Salary Arrear Dated 03-11-18
Circular Regarding - MEDISEP Dated 13-11-18
Circular Regarding - Utilization Certificate for Plan Fund - Dated 10-10-2018
Circular Regarding - UGC 5th Grade - Senior Scale Selection Grade Placement -
DCE's Circular

Circular Regarding- Full Additional Charge of Principal - Malappuram Govt Women's
Circular regarding - Library Interns Dated 05/11/2018
Circular Regarding- Computers ,printers, scanners - Purchase - Dated -
Circular Regarding-DDFS Dated 31/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professor -Sanskrit-Nyayam Dated -
Circular regarding - Posting of Library Interns Dated 30/10/2018
Circular regarding - National Re dedication day
Circular Regarding- Re Appointment of Clerk After LWA Dated 25/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Training Proforma Teachers Join After 01-01-2017 Dated 03-10-2018
Circular Regarding-MEDISEP Dated 23/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Meeting with Minister (all DDs ) on 24/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Meeting with Minister( Kozhikkodu / Thrissur -DD) on 23/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors History Dated - 01/10/2018
Circular Regarding- SC/ST ICSETS Library Membership Dated 04-10-2018
Circular Regarding-Retired Lectures FIP Deputation Proforma Dated 09/10/18
Circular Regarding- Complaint - Entrance Coaching Center Class Dated 06/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Bio metric Attendance Management System Dated-06/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors (Psychology) Dated -
Circular Regarding - Purchase of Air conditioner Dated 29/10/2018
Circular Regarding - FFMS Inauguration Dated 29/10/2018
Circular Regarding - BIMS Statement Dated 08/10/2018
Circular Regarding- Full Additional Charge Of Principal Dated-29/06/2018
Circular Regarding- Full Additional Charge Of Principal Dated-29/06/2018
Circular Regarding - Purchase - Computers, Scanners, printers Dated 27/09/2018
Circular Regarding - PF Account - CMDRF Dated-29/09/2018
Circular Regarding - PPIC - Plan Fund - Balance Amount Dated-17/09/2018
Circular Regarding- Probation Declaration -Principal Govt Victoria College Palakkadu
Circular Regarding- Guest Lectures Salary Dated 14/09/2018
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors -Chemistry Dated -
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors -Sanskrit-General Dated -
Circular Regarding- GST - Training Programme Dated 24-09-2018
Circular Regarding- Probation (Private Aided Colleges Judg) in WP(c)No.5282
Circular Regarding- Meeting Teaching and Non Teaching Organisation Dated -
Circular Regarding- MEDISEP Dated- 18/09/2018
Circular Regarding- Regularization of Assistant Professors -Sanskrit-Vyakaranam Dated
Circular Regarding- Assistant Professors -Journalism -Kalpetta
Circular Regarding - Working Day Dated-12/09/2018
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors (English) Dated - 10/09/2018
Circular regarding - Special Stage - Revised Date of 10/09/2018 filled by an Officer on Return From the Journey
Circular Regarding - Additional Charge of Principal Santhanpara Poppara Govt. Art
Circular Regarding - Aided College MEDISEP Dated-12/09/2018
Circular Regarding - the Details of Resumption of in Excess of 1 Core in STSB
Circular Regarding - heads are furnish the Monthly DCB on or before 10th of
Circular Regarding - Flood - CMDRF - Dated 11/09/2018
Circular Regarding - HSST Training Programme List of Colleges Dated- 11/09/2018
Circular Regarding - UGC/AITCE - Non Spark Bill Dated - 28/09/18
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Assistant Professors (Sanskrit) Dated -
Circular Regarding - Public Account Committee(2014-16) 91st-Report Dated - 21/08/18
Circular Regarding - MEDISEP Dated 31/08/2018
Circular Regarding - MEDISEP for Aided College Dated -03/09/2018
Circular Regarding - Stores Purchase Manual Date- 13/08/2018
Circular Regarding - LA Question 3720 Dated 21/08/2018
Circular Regarding - Post Metric Scholarship for Students with Disabilities 2018-19
Re Appointment of Sri Impichikkoya Kautyamakkanakam Associate Professor in Economics Govt Arts and Science College Karithalam Kasargodu Dated-23/07/2018
Relieving Order - Dr S S Vivekanandan Assistant Professor in Nyaya Govt Sanskrit College TVPM Dated-23/07/2017
Govt Letter Regarding Issuing of Library Books to College Teachers Dated 07/07/2018
Capacity Building - Residential Training Programme for Principals 2nd Phase -Relieving
DCE's Circular

Order Dated 18/07/2018
Circular Regarding- Appointment of Programme Managers on Contract Basis Dated 18/07/2018
Circular Regarding- Health Insurance (MEDISEP) Dated 11/07/2018
Quotation Notice Computer printer- Toner Cartridge 2018-19
Circular Regarding- Appointment of Assistant Professors in Commerce Dated 09/07/2018
Circular Regarding- Temporary Appointment Kudumbasree Dated 07/07/2018
Circular Regarding - Damage of Network Equipment's
Circular Regarding - The Complaints of RICHO printers
Circular regarding - Usage of Open-Software in Computers
Circular Regarding - Purchase of Computers printers and Scanners
Circular Regarding - State Literacy Mission - Akshara Sree Dated -05/07/18
Circular Regarding - Full Additional Charge of Principal-Govt Arts and Science College Dated 05/07/2018
Anniversary Central Sector Scholarship
Central Sector Scholarship - Project Reporting PG Students 2017-2018, 2nd List Dated -
Circular Regarding - National Sugar Institute -Vacancy Reporting Dated 06/07/2018
Circular Regarding - Willingness for Conducting HSST Training in Govt Colleges
Circular Regarding - Full Additional Charge of Principal-Govt College of Physical Education Dated 25/06/2018
Appointment Order - Part Time Sweeper DCE ,Thiruvananthapuram Dated - 29/06/2018
Proforma Expressing Interest to Join FLAIR Dated -02/07/2018
LD Clerk / LD Typist By Transfer Appointment - Proforma
Circular Regarding - Statement of Loans and Advances Given By Government
Circular Regarding - 7th UGC Scheme Dated 28/06/2018
Circular Regarding Full Additional Charge Of Principal - IASE Thrissur Dated-29/06/2018
Circular Regarding Full Additional Charge Of Principal - Govt College Kodenchery
Circular regarding 25/06/18Full Additional Charge of Principal-Tholannur Govt Arts & Science College Dated 25/06/2018
Circular regarding - Transfer of Principal IASE Thrissur Dated 14/06/18
Circular Regarding25/06/18Full Additional Charge of Principal-Ollur Govt Arts And Science College
Circular Regarding AG-Departmental Complaints Audit
Circular Regarding VIP
Circular Regarding - KSCBC - Caste Database of Employees in Services Kerala
Create UGC Librarian Post in Govt Arts And Science Colleges
Training Programmes- Participation of Employees Reg.
Circular Regarding - Additional Charge Of Principal - Govt College Attapadi
Circular Regarding- Student Scheme Of Scholarship For SCHEME OF SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE YEAR 2018-19 Dated 18/06/18
Circular Regarding - Contributory Pension Dated 18/06/18
Circular Regarding - Wages Head Dated - 13/06/18
Circular Regarding - Non Plan Allotment Dated -13/06/18
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Circular Regarding - Scholarship Nodal Officer
Circular Regarding- Appointment of Special officer Karinthalam Kasargodu
Circular Regarding- Construction pending works details
Circular Regarding- Govt Arts and Science Colleges (Wages head)
Circular Regarding- UGC
Circular Regarding- KPCSPF
Circular Regarding- Duty Leave
Circular Regarding- Wages Expenditure for 2018-19 financial Year
Circular Regarding- Full Additional charge of Principals
Circular Regarding- Appointment of apprentice trainees
Circular Regarding- Infrastructure development of 16 Govt Arts and Science Colleges
Circular Regarding- WWS/SSP
Circular Regarding- Common Pool Library Service
Circular Regarding- National Digital Library
Circular Regarding- BSNL Internet Bill
Circular Regarding- Non Plan Proforma
Circular Regarding- Accountant General Audit Inspection Report
Circular Regarding- WWS/SSP
Circular Regarding- Regularisation of Assistant Professors (Physics)
Circular Regarding- Regularisation of Assistant Professors (English)
Circular Regarding- Working Day on 02/04/2018
Circular Regarding- Full Additional charge of Principals
Circular Regarding- Plan Fund Utilization
Circular Regarding- UGC Grant settlement
Circular Regarding- Working Day on 02/04/2018
Circular Regarding- Common Pool Library Service -General Transfer Application Invited
CircularRegarding-Common Pool Librarian Confidential Report
Circular Regarding- Unnat Bharat Abhiyan
Circular Regarding- NABARD RIDF
Circular Regarding- WWS/SSP
Circular Regarding- Birds Club International
Circular Regarding- Unnat Bharat Abhiyan
Circular Regarding- Regularisation of Assistant Professor (Mathematics)
Circular Regarding- Regularisation of Assistant Professor(Computer Science)
Circular Regarding- Full details of Non Teaching Staff
Circular Regarding- Demotion of Lab/Library Assistant-Aided Colleges
Circular Regarding- Turkey Scholarship for Indian Students
Circular Regarding- Pension
Circular Regarding- ORICE-Nodal Officers Meeting
Circular Regarding- Unutilized IT Grid Fund-Surrender
Circular Regarding- Regularisation of Assistant Professors (Physical Education)
Circular Regarding- Proforma for Submitting Willingness of Observers for KEAM-2018
Circular Regarding- Plan Fund Utilization Certificate 2016-17
Circular Regarding- Maintenance of Service Book
Circular Regarding- Category change of Clerk Typist
Circular Regarding- PWD Works-Completion Certificate
Circular Regarding- Scholar Support Programme (SSP) Fund
Circular REGarding- General Transfer 2018-Modified Order
Circular Regarding- Audit
Circular Regarding- Full Additional charge of Principal Govt College Elanthoor
Circular Regarding- General Transfer 2018- Non Teaching Staff
Circular Regarding- NABARD RIDF Proposal
Circular Regarding- PWD Pending Works-Completion Certificate
Circular Regarding- Preparation of LD Clerk Seniority List
Circular Regarding- Availability of the Website
Circular Regarding- NABARD RIDF Tranche XXIII Proposal (2017-18)
Circular Regarding- Non Plan Expenditure Reconciliation
Circular Regarding- Data Collection for Infrastructure Project Database
Circular Regarding- Marginal Increase of Seat
Circular Regarding- Allotment of Fund-IT Grid 2017-18
Circular Regarding- Rights of Person with Disabilities Act 2016
Circular Regarding- Preparation of Budget Estimation 2018-2019
Circular Regarding- Vacancy for Herbarium Keeper
Circular Regarding - Special Duty in Entrance Commissionerate form 28/08/2017 to
Circular Regarding - Regularization of Commerce Teachers
Circular Regarding- Formation of Governing, Technical and Academic
Circular Regarding- FIFA Under 17 World Cup-One Million Goal
Circular Regarding- Letter for Appreciation
Circular Regarding- Utilization of Plan Fund 2017-18
Circular Regarding- NABARD RIDF Proposal
Circular Regarding- UGC NET Exam
Circular Regarding- Official Language
Circular Regarding- IMG Training for SC/ST Employees
Circular Regarding- Full Additional charge of Principal-SNGS College
Circular Regarding- Temporary Promotion Order for Principal
Circular Regarding- Non Plan Expenditure
Circular Regarding- Observance of Constitution Day
Circular Regarding- Energy Conservation Day
Circular Regarding- Holiday on 16 December 2017
Circular Regarding- Tapal
Circular Regarding- Asset Maintenance Fund
Circular Regarding- Audit
Circular Regarding- Full Additional charge of Additional Director of Collegiate
Circular regarding the purchase of Plan Fund utilisation

Principal posting- Maharaja's College - undertaking regarding

Selection of State Level NSS Liaison Officer on deputation from Lecturers

working in Colleges and Universities

B.Ed/M.Ed duration enhancement

B.Ed/M.Ed Admission Schedule 2015-2016

No.C3/9992/2015 Coll.Edn regarding Police verification of Last grade Employees

DPC(Higher)Govt. Training Colleges

No.B1/9931/2015/Coll.Edn Circular regarding full additional charge of Principal

Plan Proposal 20 15-2016

Placement to the Lecturers as Senior/Selection Grade- as per the decision of the Screening committee for the Govt. College Lecturers held on 26-02-2015


UGC LWA

Pay fixation order of Attenders

DCE's Circular

Hardware procurement
No. F3/39232/14/Coll.edn dated 12/03/2015 regarding FIP PSC verification Schedule

DPC-Govt. Music College-2015
Attender pay fixation order and Annexure
Special Notice -- Biometric punching and ID Cards
Application Invited General Transfer Non teaching staff
No.E1/10865/2012/Coll.Edn dated 13.01.2015 regarding the staff Pattern
Family Benefit Scheme -Collection of the details
Proforma- Seniority List of non Teaching Staff of Private colleges

KPCR Educational benefits and annual income limit
No. G3/31727/2014/Coll.Edn Dated 22.08.2014 Rules governing the administration of the study tour

TBGRI, Presenting books to Arts and Science Colleges
Filling up the post of Director, NCPSI in revised pay
DCE’s Circular

Puraskaram for Govt. Employees
P&ARD Verification Reschedule
Guidelines regarding handling of complaints in Ministries and Departments

Music Colleges-CR called for -Reg

Special Announcement for Biometric Punching Time

Special Announcement

Guidelines for availing LTC

The Presidential Award of Certificate of Honour to Sanskrit,Pali,Arabic and Persian Scholars and Maharshi badrayan Vyas Samman for young Scholars in the same fields- Recommendations for the year 2014
Installation Schedule of Biometric Devices at all the institutions comes under the DCE
No.C3/3705/2014/Coll.edn dtd 28.03.2014 Details Employees Eligible for LD Clerk/LD

Typist by Transfer Appointment
Indian Institute of Remote Sensing -Course Application Form and details

Collegiate Education Department – G.O(MS) 684/H.Edn/2013 dated 05-11-2013

by Institution wise for the purpose of Bio-metric Punching

Kannur University-Recognition of courses of other universities
No.B2/39937/2011/Coll.Edn dtd 03/03/2014 Regularization of Teaching Staff

P&AR (Administrative Vigilance VI) Department Verification of appointments during the period 2001-2010 in the Collegiate education department

Entrance Examinations for Admission to Engineering/Medical Courses,

Kerala 2014-Appointment of Observers-Seeking Willingness

No. K1/08777/2014/Coll.edn dtd 04/03/2014 Surrender of Plan fund amount Convocation of the University of Calicut
No. G2/43563/2010/Coll.edn dtd 01.03.2014 Installation, Testing and Commissioning of biometric Reader under DCE's Institutions

20th Annual Conference of Indian Colleges
No. G4/45466/2013/Coll.edn dtd 22.02.14 Reorganization of Anti Raging Cell

Higher Education Department-Inviting nominations for the Chief Minister's Awards for Innovation in Public policy(2013)
Proposal for starting new UG/PG course in Govt. Arts & Science Colleges
Higher Education Department-Enrolment of Youth in the Electoral Roll
K1/12895/2013/Coll.edn dated 30/01/2014 Non plan allotment of Fund Staff Pattern Revision 2014

Identification of Colleges under UG/PG level
Application Invited for General Transfer Non-Teaching Staff
Reposting of Physically Handicapped Employees -Certificate Verification
DPC(Higher) 2014 s Addl. Director/Dy. Director. Principal(Spl.Gr)/ Principals


is Banned in the Campus of Educational Institutions

PH Staff Reappointment Application Invited for General Transfer Govt. Colleges Lectures

No. P1/24831/13 Coll.edn dated 04/12/2013 B.Ed Admission 2013-14

Vacant Seat Filling

No. C2/21790/2013/Coll.Edn Dtd 21.10.2013 Data collection of Existing Course details and Students studying in Govt/Arts and Science Colleges

No. C2/3940413/Coll.Edn Dtd 19.11.2013 D.P.C - Call For Confidential report

B.ED course 2013-14 Modified Order

Higher Education department Inauguration of Entrepreneurship Development Clubs Instructions

CAS Norms for API

Appointment and remuneration of Guest Lectures in Aided Colleges

Appointment and remuneration of Guest Lecturers in Govt Colleges

Tobacco - Restrictions of sales and usage in Education Institutions and its surroundings

Private Aided Colleges Post creation Non-Teaching Staff (Conditional Course)
Pre-Employment Test- "India Skill Reoprt"

Higher Education Department student entrepreneurship scheme award of grace marks and attendance order

No.UGCCell3 17710/2010/Coll.Edn dated 04/09/2013 VIth UGC Scheme Arrears of Pay due to revision-the details of arrear amount sanctioned-reimbursement from the Central Govt

Fund Allotment Proceedings

Data Collection Format for Store Purchase

Landscape Garden Care in Colleges